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Abstract
Few-shot semantic segmentation (FSS) aims to segment
unseen class objects given very few densely-annotated support images from the same class. Existing FSS methods find
the query object by using support prototypes or by directly
relying on heuristic multi-scale feature fusion. However,
they fail to fully leverage the high-order appearance relationships between multi-scale features among the supportquery image pairs, thus leading to an inaccurate localization of the query objects. To tackle the above challenge, we
propose an end-to-end scale-aware graph neural network
(SAGNN) by reasoning the cross-scale relations among the
support-query images for FSS. Specifically, a scale-aware
graph is first built by taking support-induced multi-scale
query features as nodes and, meanwhile, each edge is modeled as the pairwise interaction of its connected nodes. By
progressive message passing over this graph, SAGNN is
capable of capturing cross-scale relations and overcoming object variations (e.g., appearance, scale and location),
and can thus learn more precise node embeddings. This
in turn enables it to predict more accurate foreground objects. Moreover, to make full use of the location relations
across scales for the query image, a novel self-node collaboration mechanism is proposed to enrich the current
node, which endows SAGNN the ability of perceiving different resolutions of the same objects. Extensive experiments
on PASCAL-5i and COCO-20i show that SAGNN achieves
state-of-the-art results.

1. Introduction
Deep convolutional neural networks [14,29,40] have advanced the development of many downstream vision tasks,
such as semantic segmentation [1, 3, 21, 25, 49], which is a
dense prediction task. To achieve an effective segmentation
model, e.g. Deeplab [3], large amounts of pixel-wise image annotations are required for model training, which are
costly and time consuming to acquire. Weakly supervised
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Figure 1. Comparisons of SAGNN and existing FSS models. (a)
Existing methods usually first generate a global or multiple local
prototypes by masked averaging/clustering over the foreground of
the support image. Then these support prototypes are applied to
query features (and/or their multi-scale counterparts) for the later
prediction of the query mask. However, this paradigm segments
the human region to horse. This happens because it is difficult to
fully capture the object variations (e.g., the scale, appearance, and
spatial location of horse in the support and query images are different from each other) by such limited prototypes. (b) Our SAGNN
can well estimate the foreground horse in the query image. It benefits from our scale-aware node embedding and cross-scale relation
reasoning on the scale-aware graph. Zoom in for details.

learning [23, 43] can alleviate the annotation costs to some
extent; however, the model performance drops significantly
under this scenario. Moreover, both fully and weakly supervised models suffer poor generalization to unseen domains
with only a few densely-annotated training images available. As such, few-shot semantic segmentation (FSS) [27]
is proposed for dealing with the unseen object segmentation
and data annotation issue.
FSS aims to segment the foreground object of an unseen
class in a query image by merely utilizing a few (one) annotated support images (image), where both the support/query
images share a common unseen class. Typically, a base
training set with annotations, which has different object
categories from the unseen class set, can assist the learning of the FSS model. Inspired by few-shot classification
and meta-learning [30], the segmentor can be trained by
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episode-based meta-training – i.e., each episode (sub-task)
is sampled from the base training set and consists of support
and query images – to mimic the testing scheme on the unseen classes. During each sub-task, support images are used
as guidance to segment the query image. The difference between the ground-truth mask and the predicted query mask
can thus supervise the model training.
Specifically, most of the existing FSS models [5,7,22,28,
34] adopt a two-stream (support and query) metric-based
network. The global [48] or multiple local [10, 20, 41]
prototypes (Fig. 1(a)) for a class are first calculated from
the support branch, based on the ground-truth mask of the
support image. Then, these prototypes are applied to the
query feature map (e.g., by cosine similarity) from the query
branch, thus leading to a support-induced matching score
map, which serves as an important clue for encoding the
query mask. At first, since the above process is a few-tomany matching, it is difficult to fully capture the object
scale/appearance/location variations by such limited prototypes (the human region is mis-segmented as horse in
Fig. 1(a)). In addition, in the query branch, multi-scale
features [19, 31], e.g., ASPP [4], have been widely-used
for accurate foreground estimates. However, the highorder appearance relationships among them have still not
been completely leveraged for better inferring query objects. Moreover, some works [33, 42, 46] propose a pixelto-pixel matching paradigm among support/query images
based on non-local attention variants [36], which still suffers from the object scale variations. For instance, if the
horse region in the support image is very small, most locations of the segmented query horse will correspond to the
same location from the support horse region.
To address the above challenges, we propose an end-toend scale-aware graph neural network (SAGNN) (§3.3) to
explicitly and comprehensively reason the high-order appearance relationships across the multi-scale support-query
features for FSS. As in Fig. 1(b), since FSS is a structural prediction task, SAGNN models the object variations
among support-query images in a structure-to-structure
manner. Here, structure means 1) each node in SAGNN is
a whole feature map (the embedded nodes in Fig. 1(b)) corresponding to a specific scale; and 2) the node features are
updated in a holistic manner by aggregating neighborhood
node features (cross-scale relation reasoning in Fig. 1(b)).
In this way, SAGNN can preserve and transfer more structural context from the seen to the unseen domains. Specifically, we first build a scale-aware graph with each node
representing a support-induced multi-scale query feature.
Meanwhile, the edge in the graph is the pairwise interaction
of its connected nodes. By message passing to encourage
favorable information exchange among support-query pairs
over this graph, SAGNN can capture higher-order crossscale relationships and overcome harmful object variations

(e.g., scale, appearance, and spatial location variations for
the horse object in Fig. 1), and thus lead to a precise localization of query objects in a structural way. Furthermore, we propose a novel self-node collaboration mechanism (Fig. 3) for enriching the current node features during
feature aggregation, which can make full use of the location
relations across scales for the query image. To sum up, our
main contributions are:
• We propose a scale-aware graph neural network
(SAGNN) which explicitly reasons the cross-scale relationships among support-query images in a structure-tostructure manner, for tackling the FSS task. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work to do this in the FSS
domain.
• We propose a novel self-node collaboration mechanism
for enriching the current node features during feature aggregation, which can bring to SAGNN a significant performance gain.
• We set new state-of-the-art results on two FSS benchmarks. Our SAGNN solves FSS from the perspective of
structural modeling, which sheds light for future research
in this field.

2. Related Work
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). GNNs [11, 12, 26]
are useful tools for modeling the structural relationships
among various kinds of input data, e.g., they have been
used for video understanding [35,37], biology structure prediction [11], graph-structured data classification [32], object detection [45], and zero-shot learning [38, 39], among
others. The key components constituting a GNN are its
nodes, edges, and the parameterized message passing functions among them, which are usually jointly updated in an
end-to-end manner. Recently, the graph convolutional network (GCN) [8, 16] is proposed to endow CNNs with relation modeling power. The GCN, usually with its edge fixed
as a similarity scalar, can be seen as a special case of GNN.
In contrast, GNNs are more flexible to model various kinds
of data, and both nodes and edges should be updated alternatively by the message passing procedure. Our SAGNN
is a general GNN, with its own merits: 1) The nodes of
SAGNN are cross-scale feature maps, thus the structural
context (beneficial for FSS) is preserved automatically. 2)
We make full use of the location relations across scales
while aggregating the neighboring node features.
Semantic Segmentation. Semantic segmentation [21]
is a dense prediction task, which assigns a class label to
each pixel of a given image. Since the succesful application
to the semantic segmentation of fully convolutional neural
networks [21], various network designs have been made
in this field, such as UNet [25], Deeplab [3], SegNet [1],
and PSPNet [49]. In addition, dilated convolutions [44]
have been proposed to enlarge the receptive field while
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Figure 2. SAGNN architecture (three nodes are used). SAGNN (§3.3) takes an episode, i.e., the support-query image pair (xs , xq ), as
input. Based on the mid- and high-level backbone features, the support-induced multi-scale features are derived by the Scale-Aware Node
Embedding. Then a scale-aware graph G = (V, E) is built and initialized. Next, SAGNN conducts T times of Message Passing over G to
capture high-order cross-scale relationships among these nodes, thus leading to updated node representations. Finally a concatenation and
readout function are used to segment the query image. Lmain and Lauxiliary (§3.4) are binary cross-entropy losses for SAGNN training.

maintaining the spatial resolution, which has become a
widely-used strategy in modern semantic segmentation systems. Other representative techniques include the encoderdecoder structure [25], skip connection [3] and ASPP [3].
However, the fully supervised segmentation systems cannot
generalize to the unseen class segmentation scenario. In this
paper, SAGNN aims to solve the unseen class segmentation
problem.
Few-Shot Semantic Segmentation. Almost all existing FSS models exploit a two-branch architecture design
to conduct meta-training on a base training set, followed
by meta-testing on a disjoint test set. OSLSM [27] is the
pioneer work for FSS, consisting of a conditional branch
and a segmentation branch. The conditional branch is used
to generate classifier weights for segmenting the query image. Later on, single or multiple prototype-based methods
are proposed under this two-branch paradigm, representative ones including PL [7], coFCN [24], A-MCG [15], SGOne [48], PANet [34], FWB [22], CANet [47], SimPropNet [10], PPN [20] and PMM [41]. The core of these methods lies in constructing meaningful prototypes with different strategies, which, however, undertake a few-to-many
matching among the support-guided prototypes and query
features. It is thus difficult to well segment query images
with limited prototypes. Some works [19, 33, 42, 46] explore pixel-to-pixel matching based on dual-image attention, which still fail to preserve the structural informations.
Recently, PFENet [31] claims two findings about FSS
that CANet and BriNet [42] have also validated, i.e., during meta-training of FSS, the backbone weights should be
fixed and both the mid- and high-level features should be
used. By doing so, the generalization of the models can be
preserved as much as possible. As such, in this paper, we
also adopt these strategies for building our SAGNN models.
In the literatures, PGNet [46] and PFENet are two methods that are most related to SAGNN. They both use multi-

scale features for FSS, however, their designs are heuristic
(e.g., the top-down design in PFENet) and lack the ability to
model the high-order relationships. In contrast, SAGNN is
the first work in FSS field to model object variations among
support-query images in a structural manner.

3. Method
3.1. Task Definition
As mentioned in §1, like most FSS methods, we utilize
episode-based meta-learning [30] to perform model training. We denote the base training set and the test set as
Dtr and Dts , respectively, and their label sets are disjoint
from each other. To train SAGNN, we randomly sample multiple episodes from Dtr for meta-training. Each
episode consists of a support set S and a query set Q. After completing the SAGNN training, we sample episodes
from Dts for testing. For the K-shot FFS task, suppose
S = {(xsi , msi )}K
i=1 , which contains K image-mask pairs,
i.e., xsi and msi are the ith support image and its groundtruth (GT) binary mask for a specific class c, respectively.
Meanwhile, let Q = {(xq , mq )}, where, xq and mq are
the query image and its GT binary mask sampled from the
same class c. Each episode (S, Q) focuses on a different class c and tries to produce a prediction mask m̂q for
the query image, by taking S and xq as inputs. In this
way, the binary cross-entropy loss between m̂q and mq ,
i.e., BCE(m̂q , mq ), is further used to supervise the metatraining. Finally, given the trained model, we sample multiNts
ple episodes, {(Sits , Qts
i )}i=1 , from Dts for meta-testing.
As most FFS model [31,41,42,46], the one-way scenario
is our focus in this paper, i.e., the category number (way)
in each episode is one in our model. In the following, for
simplicity, we consider the 1-shot setting (i.e., K=1 in S) to
illustrate our SAGNN.
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we first conduct pyramid average-pooling [49] on f q to gen|G|
erate |V| new-scaled features F q = {fiq }i=1 with fiq ∈
q
Hi ×Wi ×C
q
q
R
and f ∈ F . We suppose f1 = f q (i.e., H1 =H,
W1 =W ), and Hi >Hj , Wi >Wj when i<j.
In addition, the widely-used global masked average
pooling vector w.r.t. (xs , ms ) is calculated as follows:

Figure 3. The edge embedding and message generation process
with self-node collaboration among two node embeddings.

3.2. Overview
SAGNN (Fig. 2) [26] improves the mainstream twobranch FSS models by introducing cross-scale relation reasoning in a structure-to-structure manner. Given an episode
(S, Q), SAGNN is parameterized as support-induced multiscale query nodes, edges, and the differentiable message
passing functions among them. As such, under the 1-shot
setting, SAGNN builds a scale-aware graph, G = (V, E),
based on the support image-mask pair (xs , ms ) (∈ S) and
|V|
the query image xq . Here, V = {vi }i=1 is the node set
with |V| as the number of scales (or graph size/node number), and each vi can be initialized as a fused feature map
(node embedding) h0i under the ith scale, which is thus a
structural representation with spatial layout. To fully exploit the cross-scale relations among these nodes, G is modelled as a fully-connected graph. Each edge eij ∈ E connecting vi and vj denotes a directed relation of vi →vj .
Further, SAGNN conducts T progressive message passing
steps over G to capture the high-order cross-scale relationships among each episode. This leads to an updated node
|V|
representation for each node, termed as {hTi }i=1 . Next, a
readout module is used to fuse these node features and get
the query prediction mask m̂q . In §3.3, each component of
SAGNN is described in detail.

3.3. Scale-Aware Graph Neural Network
Scale-Aware Node Embedding. As discussed in §2, following the findings by [31, 42, 47], we fix the backbone
weights, use mid- and high-level features for node feature
extraction, and adopt the maximum support-foregroundresponse mask [31]. Specifically, for ResNet with layers divided into four groups (block1-4), the spatial size of feature
maps after block2 is the same by dilated convolution [3].
As in [31,47], we concatenate the feature maps after block2
and 3, and compress them to a fixed channel dimension C
using a 1×1 convolution. Denoting the above process as B,
given the support/query image xs /xq , we can obtain their
convolutional feature maps under the largest scale:

s
favg
= avg pool(f s ⊙ R(m̄s )) ∈ R1×1×C ,

(2)

where m̄s has a size of W × H by down-sampling ms , R
reshapes m̄s to be the same shape as f s , and ⊙ denotes
element-wise multiplication. Motivated by [31], we further
use the high-level features fhs and fhq (also having H × W
spatial size due to the dilated convolution) w.r.t. xs ,xq after
block4, to get the maximum support-foreground-response
q
q
H×W
(sfr) mask fsf
). The mask value fsf
r (∈ R
r (x, y)
in location (x,y) is obtained by first using fhs ⊙ R(m̄s ) to
achieve a cosine similaritiy vector with fhq (x, y), followed
by finding the maximum response in it. To this end, based
q
s
on F q , favg
and fsf
r , we construct the node embedding
0
H×W ×C
hi ∈ R
w.r.t. the ith scale as follows:
s
q
h0i = IH×W (C(fiq ⊕ PHi ×Wi (favg
) ⊕ IHi ×Wi (fsf
r ))), (3)

where Px×y expands the input vector to a spatial size x × y,
Ix×y down- or up-samples the input to a spatial size x × y
by interpolation, C consists of one 1 × 1 and two 3 × 3
convolutions for channel compression and feature fusion,
and ⊕ is the concatenating operation.
Edge Embedding. G is a fully-connected graph without
self-connections. An edge eij ∈ E indicates a directed connection of node vi →vj . Since we have achieved the initial
node embeddings (or representations) h0i (Eq. (3)) w.r.t. vi
for a given episode, for the tth GNN reasoning, we utilize
the edge embedding etij to represent the relation of vi →vj
(Fig. 2). As node embeddings are structural feature maps,
we use the dual-image attention variant [36,42] to grasp the
relation of vi → vj and vice versa:
T

etij = ĥti Uĥtj ∈ RHW ×HW ,

(4)

where ĥti ∈ RW H×C (ĥtj ∈ RW H×C ) is reshaped by
hti ∈ RW ×H×C (htj ∈ RW ×H×C ), and U ∈ RC×C is a
learnable matrix during all the episodes (Fig. 3). Similarly,
T
T
we leverage etji =etij =ĥtj UT ĥti to represent the relation of
vj → vi . etij reflects the long-range similarity between
node features with different resolutions (scales).
Message Passing with Self-Node Collaboration. In a
t
passed from
standard GNN, in iteration t, the message gji
vj to vi is defined as (Fig. 3):

(1)

t
t−1
t−1
gji
= M(ĥt−1
, et−1
∈ RHW ×C ,
j
ij ) = softmax(eij )ĥj
(5)

where H,W ,C are their height, width, and channel dimension, respectively, and H × W is our adopted largest resolution. To obtain the multi-scale node embeddings (Fig. 2),

where softmax(·) is a row-wise softmax normalization.
t−1
Under SAGNN, taking the kth row of eij
as an example, it represents the similarity of location k in node feature

f s = B(xs ) ∈ RH×W ×C , f q = B(xq ) ∈ RH×W ×C ,
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i with all locations in node feature j. Since different node
features (i.e., ĥit−1 and ĥt−1
j , with the same spatial size)
represent different-resolution features for the same query
t−1
)ĥit−1 ∈ RHW ×C becomes
image (Eq. (3)), softmax(eij
meaningful, and each of its rows is thus a weighted summation of each location of ĥit−1 and weights in columns
t−1
of softmax(eij
). Notably, ĥit−1 itself contains the crossresolution location information. As such, to enable SAGNN
to perceive different resolutions of the same object, we improve Eq. (5) by including a self-node collaboration:
t
gji

=M(ĥt−1
, ĥt−1
, et−1
i
j
ij )
t−1
=softmax(et−1
+ ĥt−1
) ∈ RHW ×C .
ij )(ĥj
i

(6)

Experimental evaluation shows performance gains by our
simple self-node collaboration (Fig. 3 and Table 6). Finally,
the total messages to vi from all neighboring nodes are:
git = Freshape (

X

t
gji
) ∈ RH×W ×C ,

(7)

vj ∈V(i)

where Freshape (·) reshapes the input size to H × W × C.
Node-State Updating. In iteration t, after acquiring
the self-node collaborated message git (Eq. (7)) and the
node feature in the (t-1)th iteration hit−1 , we utilize ConvGRU [2] to update the state of the node vi :
hti = UGRU (ht−1
, git ) ∈ RH×W ×C .
i

(8)

SAGNN is the first work using ConvGRU to update the
node-state of the whole feature maps in the FSS field.
Episodic Readout Module. As discussed in §3.2, we
|V|
achieve the updated node representations {hTi }i=1 , after
T times of message passing. To fuse them, we conduct
the following sequential operations to readout the predicted
segmentation mask m̂q for the query xq under the current
episode.
q

m̂ =

Fcls (FASPP (Fconv (hT1

⊕ hT2

⊕ · · · ⊕ hT|V| )))

∈R

h×w×2

,
(9)

where Fconv , FASPP and Fcls together constitute the fusion
operations; details of their implementations are provided in
§4.2. In Eq. (9), h and w are the height and width of the
ground-truth mask mq , and O(·)=Fcls (FASPP (Fconv (·)))
is dubbed our readout function.
Our SAGNN undergoes an episode-based meta-training
process; we therefore call this module an episodic readout module. The components (Eq. (3)-(9)) in SAGNN are
all differentiable and their weights are shared during metatraining. As such, SAGNN can be trained in an end-to-end
manner and can transfer structural knowledge from the seen
to unseen domain (meta-testing).

3.4. Training Loss for SAGNN
Our SAGNN is trained in a meta-learning paradigm,
and each episode is equivalent to a data sample in general learning algorithms. §3.3 shows the whole process

of SAGNN training over a single episode, under a 1-shot
setting. In practice, we train SAGNN in a batch mode by
e
sampling a batch of Ne episodes ({(Si , Qi )}N
i=1 ). Suppose
q
q
Qi = (xi , mi ), based on Eq. (9). We can get the predicted
mask, denoted as m̂qi ∈ Rh×w×2 , for each query xqi . To this
end, we leverage the binary cross entropy (BCE) loss (over
all spatial locations) among m̂qi and mqi to update all parameters in SAGNN. This loss is denoted as our main loss:
Lmain =

Ne
1 X
BCE(m̂qi , mqi ).
Ne i=1

(10)

In addition, motivated by the deeply-supervised nets and
PFENet [17,31], after obtaining the initial node embeddings
without the IH×W operation (see Eq. (3)) for |V| scales –
|V|
denoted as {h̃0i }i=0 – we use |V| encoding branches to predict the segmentation masks for each of these scales. These
|V| encoding branches are implemented as one 3 × 3 and
one 1 × 1 convolutions. As such, under the Ne episodes, we
obtain another auxiliary loss:
Lauxiliary =

|V|
Ne X
X
1
k
BCE(Fenc
(h̃0k ), mqi ),
Ne × |V| i=1

(11)

k=1

k
where Fenc
(·) is the encoding function of the kth scale features. Our final training loss for SAGNN is:

L = Lmain + αLauxiliary ,

(12)

where α is set to 1.0 in all the experiments. More implementation details of SAGNN are in §4.2.

4. Experiments
4.1. Settings
Datasets. We use two standard FFS datasets, i.e.,
PASCAL-5i [27] and COCO-20i [22], to evaluate SAGNN.
PASCAL-5i is built from PASCAL VOC 2012 [9] with additional annotations from SDS [13], meanwhile, COCO-20i
is created from MSCOCO [18].
For the two datasets used, the cross-validation results are
reported by evenly dividing the data into different folds –
i.e., four folds for both of them – according to the categories. We use the same data splits as [27] and [22] on
PASCAL-5i and COCO-20i , respectively. As such, for each
cross-validation on PASCAL-5i and COCO-20i , 15 and 60
object classes serve as the training data with the remaining
(5 and 20 object classes) used as the test data. For metatesting under each cross-validation for the two datasets, we
randomly sample 1,000 episodes (support-query pairs) from
the test set and evaluate their metrics.
Metrics. Like other methods [27, 34, 35], two evaluation
metrics, i.e., mean-IoU and FB-IoU, are adopted in this paper. mean-IoU is calculated by averaging the intersectionover-unions (IoUs) over different foreground classes in the
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Methods
OSLSM (BMVC’17) [27]
co-FCN (ICLRW’18) [24]
AMP (ICCV’19) [28]
SG-One (TCYB’19) [48]
PANet (ICCV’19) [34]
CANet (CVPR’19) [47]
PGNet (ICCV’19) [46]
FWB (ICCV’19) [22]
PMMs (ECCV’20) [41]
PPNet (ECCV’20) [20]
DAN (ECCV’20) [33]
PFENet (TPAMI’20) [31]
BriNet (BMVC’20) [42]
SimPropNet (IJCAI’20) [10]
Baseline
SAGNN

Backbone
VGG-16
VGG-16
VGG-16
VGG-16
VGG-16
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-101
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-101
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50

Fold-0
33.6
31.7
41.9
40.2
42.3
52.5
56.0
51.3
52.0
47.8
54.7
61.7
56.5
54.9
62.1
64.7

mean-IoU (1-shot)
Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3
55.3
40.9
33.5
50.6
44.9
32.4
50.2
46.7
34.7
58.4
48.4
38.4
58.0
51.1
41.2
65.9
51.3
51.9
66.9
50.6
50.4
64.5
56.7
52.2
67.5
51.5
49.8
58.8
53.8
45.6
68.6
57.8
51.6
69.5
55.4
56.3
67.2
51.6
53.0
67.3
54.5
52.0
68.2
55.3
53.8
69.6
57.0
57.2

Mean
40.8
41.1
43.4
46.3
48.1
55.4
56.0
56.2
55.2
51.5
58.2
60.8
57.1
57.2
59.9
62.1

FB-IoU
(1-shot)
61.3
60.1
62.2
63.1
66.5
66.2
69.9
71.9
73.3
73.0
71.7
73.2

Fold-0
35.9
37.5
41.8
41.9
51.8
55.5
57.7
54.8
55.0
58.4
57.9
63.1
57.2
63.3
64.9

mean-IoU (5-shot)
Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3
58.1
42.7
39.1
50.0
44.1
33.9
55.5
50.3
39.9
58.6
48.6
39.4
64.6
59.8
46.5
67.8
51.9
53.2
68.7
52.9
54.6
67.4
62.2
55.3
68.2
52.9
51.1
67.8
64.9
56.7
69.0
60.1
54.9
70.7
55.8
57.9
68.5
58.4
56.1
68.7
55.1
55.3
70.0
57.0
59.3

Mean
43.9
41.4
46.9
47.1
55.7
57.1
58.5
59.9
56.8
62.0
60.5
61.9
60.0
60.6
62.8

FB-IoU
(5-shot)
61.5
60.2
63.8
65.9
70.7
69.6
70.5
72.3
73.9
72.9
71.8
73.3

Table 1. Results under 1-shot and 5-shot settings on PASCAL-5i . mean-IoU under each fold, and the averaged mean-IoU (termed as Mean)
and averaged FB-IoU under four folds are reported. Baseline results are obtained by removing the graph reasoning in SAGNN. The best
mean-IoUs are marked in bold. FB-IoU is biased towards and benefits from the background class to achieve a good number, as such it is a
reference indicator (See also italic text in §4.3). In addition, some of the leading methods, e.g., FWB, do not even report their FB-IoUs.
Methods
PANet (ICCV’19) [34]
FWB (ICCV’19) [22]
PFENet (TPAMI’20) [31]
FWB (ICCV’19) [22]
PMMs (ECCV’20) [41]
DAN (ECCV’20) [33]
PPNet (ECCV’20) [20]
BriNet (BMVC’20) [42]
PFENet (TPAMI’20) [31]
Baseline
SAGNN
Baseline
SAGNN

Backbone
VGG-16
VGG-16
VGG-16
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-101
VGG-16
VGG-16
ResNet-101
ResNet-101

Fold-0
18.4
33.4
17.0
29.3
28.1
32.9
34.3
32.1
35.0
32.0
36.1

mean-IoU (1-shot)
Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3
16.7
19.6
25.4
36.0
34.1
32.8
18.0
21.0
28.9
34.8
27.1
27.3
30.8
29.5
27.7
36.2
37.4
30.9
33.0
32.3
30.1
36.1
35.2
32.3
40.5
37.6
36.0
36.3
35.0
33.0
41.0
38.2
33.5

Mean
20.9
20.0
34.1
21.2
29.6
24.4
29.0
34.4
32.4
33.9
37.3
34.1
37.2

FB-IoU
(1-shot)
59.2
60.0
62.3
58.6
60.1
61.2
60.2
60.9

Fold-0
20.9
35.9
19.1
33.0
39.0
38.5
35.0
37.2
36.8
40.9

mean-IoU (5-shot)
Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3
19.2
21.9
28.4
40.7
38.1
36.1
21.5
23.9
30.1
40.6
30.1
33.3
40.8
37.1
37.3
38.6
38.2
34.3
40.1
37.1
36.5
45.2
40.4
40.0
40.5
36.8
37.2
48.3
42.6
38.9

Mean
29.7
22.6
37.7
23.7
34.3
29.6
38.5
37.4
37.2
40.7
37.8
42.7

FB-IoU
(5-shot)
63.5
61.6
63.9
61.9
61.8
63.1
62.4
63.4

Table 2. Results under 1-shot and 5-shot settings on COCO-20i . mean-IoU under each fold, and the averaged mean-IoU (termed as Mean)
and averaged FB-IoU under four folds are reported. Baseline results are obtained by removing the graph reasoning in SAGNN. The best
mean-IoUs are marked in bold. As in Table 1, FB-IoU serves as a reference indicator as well (See also italic text in §4.3).

test set. The mean-IoU of each fold and averaged mean-IoU
of four folds are reported during cross-validations. FB-IoU
is the foreground/background IoU, which takes all object
classes in the test set as a single foreground class and the
IoUs of foreground/background are averaged to obtain the
FB-IoU. The mean-IoU is the key evaluation criterion for
FFS, since the performance bias of scarce classes can be
alleviated by considering the differences of all classes. As
such, we solely report the averaged FB-IoU over four folds.

4.2. Implementation Details and Parameters
We use ResNet-50 [14] (VGG-16 [29] and ResNet-101)
to conduct our main body experiments on PASCAL-5i
(COCO-20i ). Ablation experiments for different backbones
on PASCAL-5i are carried out and shown in Table 3. As
in [10, 31, 42, 47], all of the backbones used are initialized
by the ImageNet [6] pre-trained models and are fixed during

SAGNN training. The reasons for doing so can be found in
§3.3 w.r.t. the scale-aware node embedding. The channel
dimension C (Eq. (1)) is fixed as 256 in all of the experiments. For ResNet, dilated convolutions are used to make
the feature maps after block2 have a size of about 1/8 of
the input. As such, by taking images with size 473×473
as input for ResNet-50, we can get the largest feature map
with spatial size 60×60, i.e., H = W = 60 in Eq. (1). In
fact, the resolutions (scales) used in F q on PASCAL-5i and
COCO-20i are [60×60, 15×15, 8×8] and [40×40, 20×20,
10×10], respectively. This also means that the node number
|V| = 3. Ablation studies show that three scales have better
results than scales larger than three. Furthermore, the 1×1
and 3×3 convolutions in C (Eq. (3)) all have 256 channel
outputs. The readout functions in Eq. (9) are specified as:
Fconv : two 1×1 convolutions all with 256 output channels,
followed by two 3×3 convolutions all with 256 channel and
residual connections, finally another two 3×3 convolutions
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COCO-20i

SAGNN

Baseline

Query Image
& GT Mask

Support Image
& GT Mask

PASCAL-5i

Figure 4. Segmentation results on unseen classes under 1-shot setting. The left panel is from PASCAL-5i , and right panel from COCO-20i .
Each column indicates one test episode and its predictions. From top to bottom, each row represents support images and their ground-truth
(GT) masks (green), query images and their GT masks (yellow), baseline predictions (red), SAGNN predictions (red), respectively (§4.5).

with 256 channels and residual connections. FASPP : atrous
spatial pyramid pooling with dilation rates 6, 12, 18 of 3×3
convolution and a 1×1 convolution without dilation. Fcls : a
3×3 convolution with 256 channels, and a 1×1 convolution
with 2 channels for predicting foreground/background.
We implement SAGNN using Pytorch on a Tesla V100
GPU. SAGNN is trained in an episode-based meta-learning
fashion; the batch size Ne in Eq. (11) for PASCAL-5i and
COCO-20i is 4 and 8, respectively. The SGD optimizer is
used with a learning rate of 0.0025 (for 100 epochs) and
0.005 (for 50 epochs) on PASCAL-5i and COCO-20i , respectively. In addition, momentum and weight decay are
0.9 and 0.0001, and ‘poly’ strategy is also used. We try different times (T ) of message passing, and find that the results
with T = 1 and T = 2 are all promising.
For the K-shot setting (K>1), as in [22, 42, 47], we
leverage a feature-level early fusion strategy [24] by averaging the support image features to get a single fused support
feature. Then, the subsequent operations are the same as
the 1-shot case. Table 4 shows the comparisons to other late
fusion methods.

4.3. Comparisons with State-of-the-Arts
We compare SAGNN (details are depicted in §3.3 and
§4.2) with all the leading FFS methods under the same
evaluation metrics on the two datasets used. Notably, unlike [46, 47] that use multi-scale testing, we use a single
scale as input during meta-testing.
PASCAL-5i . The mean-IoU and FB-IoU under 1-shot
and 5-shot are shown in Table 1. We conclude that (i)
SAGNN consistently outperforms the compared methods
under the averaged mean-IoU (on four folds), although it

is only slightly better than [31] on fold1. (ii) SAGNN significantly outperforms its vallina baseline method (e.g., the
averaged mean-IoU is 62.1 versus 59.9), which is implemented with the same multi-scale nodes as SAGNN, yet
without the graph reasoning among them. This further
demonstrates that the proposed scale-aware message passing model intrinsically captures the high-order relationships
of the cross-scale features and can advance the FSS task
greatly. (iii) Since most foreground classes only occupy a
small spatial region of the whole image, the FB-IoU is biased torwards and benefits from the background class to
achieve a good number, which makes it not convincing to
evaluate the performances. However, we also show the averaged FB-IoU on four folds, and the numbers are competitive (Table 1 and 2).
COCO-20i . Similarly, we illustrate the mean-IoU and
FB-IoU in Table 2, from which it can be seen that SAGNN
achieves state-of-the-art results under both 1-shot and 5shot settings by a clear margin. For instance, with the same
protocols and the same VGG-16 backbone, taking the averaged mean-IoU as the metric, we have (1) SAGNN outperforms PFENet [31] by 3.2 and 3.0 on 1-shot and 5-shot
respectively. (2) SAGNN outperforms FWB [22] by even
17.3 and 18.1 on 1-shot and 5-shot, respectively. As such,
the cross-scale structural relation modeling in SAGNN indeed captures some inner benefits for boosting FFS performance, and we hope our model can shed light for future
research in FFS.

4.4. Ablation Study
PASCAL-5i is used to perform the following ablation
studies, and unless specified, we mainly report averaged
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Table 3. Effects of backbones.
5-shot testing
1-shot baseline
Feature-Avg
Mask-Avg
Mask-OR

mean-IoU
62.1
62.8
62.5
61.8

FB-IoU
73.2
73.3
72.4
72.0

Table 4. Feature fusion under 5-shot setting.
Setting
|V|
T
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
4
3
1
2
3
3
3

mean-IoU
1-shot
5-shot
n.a.
n.a.
61.0
61.7
62.1
62.8
61.0
61.9
62.1
62.8
62.4
62.9
62.1
62.5

Models
SAGNN w SC
SAGNN w OI
Full SAGNN

mean-IoU
1-shot
5-shot
61.2
62.7
61.1
62.4
62.1
62.8

Table 6. Effects of self-node
collaboration.

Table 5. Effects of |V| and T .

mean-IoU over 4 folds under 1-shot and 5-shot settings.
Effects of Node Number |V|. The node number |V| is the
key parameter in SAGNN, which controls the tradeoff between the accuracy and training cost. We vary |V| from 1 to
4 to observe the performances of SAGNN. In Table 5, |V|=3
performs best, which indicates that SAGNN equipped with
3 nodes (scales) is desirable to model the cross-scale relations. As such, we set |V|=3 in all of our experiments.
Effects of Self-Node Collaboration (SC). Since Eq. (5) essentially captures opposite-node information (OI), we thus
denote the SAGNN model variants using the message formulas in Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) as SAGNN w OI and the full
SAGNN, respectively. Another variant solely using SC is
t−1
t
also considered, i.e., gji
= softmax(eij
)ĥit−1 , termed as
SAGNN w SC. Results in Table 6 show that a sizable gains
are achieved by our simple SC.
Message Passing Iteration Number T . We take the values
of T from 1, 2, 3 to investigate the performances of our full
SAGNN model. We conclude from Table 5 that T =2 and
T =1 achieve the overall best and second best result. However, the performance becomes slightly worse when T =3.
We take T = 1 to conduct our main experiments.
Coefficient α of Lauxiliary . We set α = 1.0 (Eq. (12)) in all
experiments. We further vary its values from {0.0, 0.5, 1.0}
to observe the mean-IoU under each fold and the averaged mean-IoU of four folds, under 1- and 5-shot settings (Fig. 5). As in Fig. 5, the performances are robust w.r.t.
different α and better results are achieved when α=1.0.
Effects of Backbones. To evaluate the effects of different
backbones on the full SAGNN model, VGG-16, ResNet50, and ResNet-101 are used to conduct experiments under
the same settings. As shown in Table 3, ResNet-50 yields a

Fold-0
Fold-1
Fold-2
Fold-3
Mean

68
66
64
62
60

70
68
mean-IoU (5-shot)

VGG-16
ResNet-50
ResNet-101

70

mean-IoU
1-shot
5-shot
58.4
59.3
62.1
62.8
60.8
61.5

mean-IoU (1-shot)

Backbone

66

Fold-0
Fold-1
Fold-2
Fold-3
Mean

64
62
60

58

58

56

56

0

0.5
1
1.5
2
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
Auxiliary Loss Coefficient
Auxiliary Loss Coefficient
Figure 5. mean-IoUs under different auxiliary loss coefficients α.

superior result.
Feature Fusion under 5-shot Setting. As stated in § 4.2,
SAGNN averages five support image features for fusion
(Feature Fusion), which is an early fusion strategy. Two
late fusion methods, i.e., OR fusion on masks [27] and average fusion on masks [47], are compared in Table 4. For
SAGNN, feature fusion performs best, and is thus adopted
to derive the 5-shot results.

4.5. Qualitative Results
We take testing episodes from PASCAL-5i and COCO20 to visualize the segmentation results, under a 1-shot setting. Fig. 4 depicts the qualitative comparisons of SAGNN
with the baseline without graph reasoning (i.e., T =0 in
Eq. (9)) yet still using the same scales as SAGNN. By contrast, besides the intrinsic nature for graph-based model to
capture the appearance relationships, SAGNN also has several other merits: (1) It can overcome object scale variations
by mutual passing of scale messages, e.g., the sofa and cake
objects are well segmented. (2) It can alleviate the cluttered background issue thanks to the support-induced query
node construction strategy (see §3.3), thus leading to accurate estimates for bird and clock. (3) It can mitigate object
location variations using self-node collaboration (Eq. (6)),
e.g., flower pot and motorbike.
i

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a scale-aware graph neural network
(SAGNN) is proposed to tackle the challenging and important few-shot semantic segmentation (FSS) task. Specifically, a scale-aware graph is first built upon the supportinduced query nodes, followed by graph reasoning on these
nodes. A novel self-node collaboration mechanism is also
proposed to enrich the current node features during feature aggregation. SAGNN sets new state-of-the-arts on both
PASCAL-5i and COCO-20i .
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